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Cryptography and Public Key Infrastructure on the Internet provides a thorough overview of the subject. It explains how susceptible networks are to hacking and how cryptography can help. This comprehensive and practical guide covers:

* Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs); important when using cryptography in a large organisation,
    * the difference between the SSL protocol and the IPSec standard,
    * integration of cryptography into the different OSI-layers, and how to decide whether hardware or software solutions are the right means to achieve this.
    The book also includes sections on::
    * standardisation
    * authentication
    * elliptic curve cryptography
    * chip cards
    * algorithm modes and protocols - including SSL, TLS, IPSec, SMIME and PGP protocols
    * cryptography's connection with biometry (using biological characteristics for authentication purposes).
    
Cryptography and Public Key Infrastructure on the Internet is an indispensable guide for all levels of reader. It contains valuable reference material about statutes and standards affecting encryption, which companies are active in the market, and a reference guide to people, organisations, books and websites to go to for further information.
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Mac OS X Leopard Phrasebook (Developer's Library)Addison Wesley, 2007
When then-Apple-CEO Gil Amelio announced in 1997 that the company had bought NeXT and that Steve Jobs, Apple's erstwhile founder and visionary, would be returning, many die-hard Macintosh fans were horrified. Apple was not in good shape at the time, and the purchase of NeXT almost certainly meant that the beloved but creaky old Mac OS would be...
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5G-Enabled Vehicular Communications and Networking (Wireless Networks)Springer, 2018

	
		This book investigates and reviews recent advanced techniques and important applications in vehicular communications and networking (VCN) from a novel perspective of the combination and integration of VCN and connected vehicles, which provides a significant scientific and technical support for future 5G-based...
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Ambient Intelligence - Software and Applications: 4th International Symposium on Ambient Intelligence (ISAmI 2013 (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2013

	Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is a recent paradigm emerging from Artificial Intelligence (AI), where computers are used as proactive tools assisting people with their day-to-day activities, making everyone’s life more comfortable.


	Another main concern of AmI originates from the human computer interaction domain and focuses on...
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When Can Oil Economies Be Deemed Sustainable? (The Political Economy of the Middle East)Palgrave Macmillan, 2020

	
		
			
				This open access book questions the stereotype depicting all Gulf (GCC) economies as not sustainable, and starts a critical discussion of what these economies and polities should do to guarantee themselves a relatively stable future.
			


			
				Volatile international oil markets and the acceleration...
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Hypnotherapy For DummiesFor Dummies, 2006

	Hypnosis is a subject everyone has an opinion about, but few people have ever directly experienced. Hypnotherapy, on the other hand, is a topic that leaves many people baffled or completely blank. So what exactly is the difference between hypnosis and hypnotherapy? That's one of questions this book answers.


	An important point...
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Handbook of Practical Logic and Automated ReasoningCambridge University Press, 2009
This book meets the demand for a self-contained and broad-based account of the concepts, the machinery and the use of automated reasoning. The mathematical logic foundations are described in conjunction with practical application, all with the minimum of prerequisites. The approach is constructive, concrete and algorithmic: a key feature is that...
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